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GTE and NSF summer projects succesful 
by Jell Roy 
Newspeak staff 
Over the summer, five WPI students 
part1c1pated 1n the National Science 
Foundation's lndustnal Research Program 
at the GTE Laboratories 1n. Waltham The 
10-week program included 50 students 
representing 29 colleges. un1vers111es. and 
technical ins11tu11ons throughoU1 the United 
States and Puerto Rico. • 
This year, s1>< grants supported the 
largest number of students since the 
programs 1ncept1on 1n 1976 Each of the so~ 
university grants provided for 10 students 
to work at the various GTE research and 
development locations ( 1 O students 
worked at plants in Elmhurst. Ill, Towanda. 
Penn • and Danvers. MA ) Each student 
worked wrth a GTE researcher in his or her 
area of interest 
All of the students received a stipend 
provided by the National Science 
Foundation grants In .addition. GTE Labs 
provided housing and meals, (at Tufts 
University 1n Medford for the Wallham 
group) for all students and round·tnp air 
transportation 
The univers111es that sponsorea this 
year's program and selected the students 
are Worcester Polytechnic Institute. the 
University of Hawa11, the University of 
Nevada the University of Puerto Rico. the 
University 01 Rhode Island and the 
Un1vers1ty of Sctanton 
Karen Scala, a senior at WPI. was part of 
a new held of study m the program. She was 
experimenting with organic compounds 
which may someday replace metals as 
electric conductors Scala 1s a chemistry 
ma1or. 
Mike Pate worked on a oro1ect entrtled 
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Total co1t fo tall In 350-400,000 range 
Kaven Hall renovations near completion 
by Jim Diemer 
Graphics editor 
The C1v1I Engineering Department can 
now boast some of the finest tac111t1es 1n all 
the East coast This can be attributed to the 
renovations 1n Keven Hall that started over 
the summer and are now nearing 
• completion The renO\/ahons include a new 
lecture hall, student lounge. a geotechmcal 
lab, and a structures lab 
The renovations can be attributed to the 
cooperation of many pecple Dr Keshavan, 
department head has been overseeing 
every step as the renovahons progress He 
was assisted by professors DeFalco, 
D'Andrea, Sage. and Jayachandran. in 
determining the needs of the department, 
design of the new taclhtles and selection of 
new equipment. The smoothness and high 
quality of workmanship can be credited to 
Mel Cushing, Manager ol Trade Services 
Dr. Keshavan was enthus1as11c in saying. 
"He was absolutely very cooperative. I am 
pleased with the high quallty of 
construction There has b een no 
sk1mp1ng " Dr Keshavan also mentioned 
the cooperative nature of the two c1v1I 
engineering lab machinists, Jack Ferraro 
and Tom Smith 
Total costs of the renovations 1nclud1ng 
the new equipment will be $350-400,000 
The Fuller Trust Fund, in contmuing its 
effO<t to make WPI the best engineering 
1nstitU11on, has donated the money to cover 
almost all of the costs Nine years ago the 
Fuller Trusr donated about $75.000 to 
construct the Fuller Water Oua l1ty 
Laboratory presently located in the 
basement of Kaven. This tab 1s very well 
equipped and in constant use by students 
doing MQP's and graduate research. 1n 
water quality 
The Fuller Lecture Hall located on the 
first floor of Kaven 1s similar to the "country 
club" atmosphere of HL 109 II was 
The Fuller tecture ,... .. 
WCARD comes to campus 
by Tom NICO/OSI 
Associate editor 
Thursday night as par1 of a campaign 
aimed at enhsttng support on area college 
campuses lhe Worcester Committee 
Agamst Registration and the Draft 
(WCARDl held a short informational 
meeting 1n Higgins 201 that was attended 
by about ton students According to thetr 
own press release WCARD is a group 
formed to " use every legal moans possible 
to stop a peacetime draft " The group was 
formed in February ol this year 1n response 
to President Garter's announcement that 
registration tor the draft was going to be 
reinstated 
Tn1s summer young men born 1n 1960 
and 1961 were required by law to register 
with lhe Selective Service Board al local 
post otlices In January those born in t 962 
will be required to register and thereafter 
mates will have to register w1th1n thirty days 
after their eighteenth btrthday 
During the spring and over the summer 
WCARD was active in draft counseling and 
in protesting reg1strat1on. According to 
Russell Gw1lham. a member of the group 
who Is active In draft counseling, services 
are done by appointment and can be had 
by calling 755·4978 
Besides draft counseling WCARD also is 
w1ll1ng to stimulate any pub he debate on the 
issue of registration or the draft The group 
1s a source ol both speakers and hims on 
the subject Thr.? press representative tor 
WCARD 1s Ronald Madnick and he may be 
reached at 757-7245 after 3 pm 
Those 1n ettendence at tnc meeting 
expressed concern about the poss1b1llty of 
the draft and Its possible consequences 
Said one speaker, " Registration is not the 
whole issue It must be seen 1n perspective 
Mth the poss1bll1ty of the reinstahon ol the 
draft the poss1b1hty of war and tnc 
consequences of nuclear war " 
The next open meeting ol WCARD is 
scheduled tor October 8 in the Saxe Room 
ot the Worcester Pubhc Library Also 
mentioned was a march and rally 
scheduled tor Saturday. October 4 on the 
Boston Common Among the speakers at 
the rally ls well known activist Daniel 
Ellsberg. the so called "liberator" of the 
Pentagon Papers. 
designed by D Keith Schenot, of Princeton 
The new hall has a comfortable capacity ol 
73 students. a motorized v1ew1ng screen. 
television hook up, and access for a 
computer console The raised decking 
provides a clear v iew from any section ot 
the hall The color scheme 1s a warm one of 
sand. ambers and oranges. anJ most oftf\e 
wOOd work 1s natural Chrome chairs With 
soft, blue. upholsterf!d backs and seats 
surround the wood grain tormica lable tops 
A large por11on of the light Is naturally 
provided by the windows along the side and 
-John Mer 
rear or the hall The renovation proVides a 
much better use or space and an 
atmosphere more condus1ve to learning 
than the old array of scattered tables and 
chairs on a hard linoleum floor This room 
will also provide the m..ich needed space 
for the after 4 00 p m activities of the 
department 
The new student IOunge carries through 
the same atmosphere of fhe Fuller Lecture 
Hall The lounge was also designed by 
Schenot Unlike the old lounge which was 
tucked 1n the rear comer of the building the 
new lounge ts centrally IOcated The lounge 
was moved to the old instrument room and 
a wall was broken through to the main 
hallway to provide a more convenient 
entrance This provides for easy access 
and a better circulation pattern Grae 
student ottices are located directly 011 the 
lounge. white department offices are 
across the hall The warm color scheme ol 
the lecture hall is earned through to the 
lounge which again 1s primarily sands and 
browns. but also incorporates a maroon 
bl1ck wall Furnishings include discussion 
tables. soft chairs and couch s. unhke the 
hard carpeted platforms louno 1n the 
Wedge and Salisbury The popu1anty ol lhe 
new lounac is evident bv the numbers who 
frequent 11 !or a break 1n between classes 01 
tor informal academic meetings 
So far, 11 appears that the renovations in 
(continued on ~ge 4) 
Slgm1 Pl'11nnual Jog·• · thon held thl1 Saturday ralHd pledgH exceeding $2400. 
The Jog-e-thon 11 the Cent,. I Me11auch1ett1 Lung Aa1octatlon'1 luge1t 1lngle fund 
ralMr. Trophl•• were awarded to the group• that ralu d the hlghH t amount• 
pledged. Bob the Janitor from Stoddard A won the lndlvldual ct111 with a total of 
$801 .40. Th• wlnnl~ fraternity tHm from Thell Chi con1l1ted of Jim Witt, Scott 
Htrrla, Dick Bol1trtdge, LH HI••. Tom Hrynlewlcz, Dive Fr1ry, ind Mike Lawrence. 
Among the faculty, Profe11or MIJmadar collected the gre1te1t 1mount of pledge 
money. Kethey Bombar1, Scott H"•· Phll Young, Lenni. L1Pedul1, 1nd Mike Reed 
mad• up the team from D1nlel1 3rd which took th• dorm floor c:.tegory. The dl1llnce 
run by entrant• ranged from two to twenty mlle1. Ken Kadeubek Ht a couru record 
by running twenty mllff. - Kevin Bantry 
NEWSPEAK Tueaday, S.ptember30, 1llO 
Burning our bridges ... 
The emphasis on everything today seems to be forward motion This 1s readily 
seen m the commercial culture wtuch extolls the virtues of the slicked out and 
youthful over anything else. America has today become a culture that does not 
age gracefully, and the problem does not he with the old but with the young. 
Forgotten with these fast paced timed are those who have already lived and 
devc ted their hves to the betterment of this society. It is true that the generations 
that nave come before us have not left anything close to a paradise m which to 
hve. but without their hard work and their love there would have been little left now 
1.ipon which to build the future 
I am not saying that the emphasis we place on the future is misplaced - not at 
all! The thing is that what we plan for the fUture should be tempered by the lesons 
of the past What 1s forgotten now a-days all to often is that the elder members of 
society who are often too easily passec1 off as worthless are actually invaluable 
sources or knowledge and wisdom. Imagine the thoughts of a person whose life 
nas spanned 70 years or more! 
What society often misses today 1s the respect for the aged that was so 
essential to cultures of the past Hopefully this trend can be reversed The best 
that thts generation can show is an abandonment of the present self·tndulgent 
'youth culture" and a rediscovery of a more reahsttc and healthy perspective on 
tne reahties of lite m modern times 
Seniors and graduate students 
Keep the tollow1ng dates 1n mind lof mlormat1on relative to placement . 
Wednesday. October - 8 00 p.m H1gg1ns 109 
"Everything You Wanted To Know About OGCP But Were Afraid to Ask" 
Thursday and Fnoay. October 8 & 9 - 9 00 am to 4:30 pm 
Aeg1strat1on in OGCP (Boynton Hall-3rd floor) 
Wednesday, October 15 - 8 00 Kinrncutt Hall 
Panel 01scuss1on with 8-10 young alumni 
Monday. November 10 - 7 30 p.m Morgan Hall 
Annual Placement Seminar 
As other meetings, panels pre-recruiting alumni v1s1t the campus - check 
OGCP lor limes and places 
Don t forget rf you want your resume 1n the SWE booklet OGCP must have 
your ott1c1a copy by October 1 5th 
~ ~ 
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LETTERS 
CE dispute unwarranted 
To the editor, 
I wish to take issue with a letter that 
appeared in last WGek's Newspeak con· 
cem1ng the Civil Engineering Competency 
Exam. 
The authors. three well respected 
members of the senior Civil Engineering 
class. expressed concern over a change in 
the formal of the comp. They are unhappy 
aboul the 11ming of the change Their feel· 
1ng being that they were not told In time lo 
·get enough courses.' 
A concern was mentioned about accred· 
itatlon The degrees that will be awarded to 
the Class of '81 are already accredited So, 
they feel, why change the format? 
They feel that '1he Operational Catalog 
publlshed each student's freshman year 
should reflect his/her progress throughout 
the college career at WPI " 
Finally, they "feel that speciallzat1on m a 
specific area of CIVIi Engineering should 
have prionty .. .'' 
The 0ptnions expressed are a sad tes· 
t1mony the the WPI Plan. The wnters 
seemed concerned that 'X' number of 
courses could not fit into ·y· number of slots 
before comp time (t urge them to count 
again.) I was always undet lhe impression 
that lhe WPI Plan provided an environment 
where students were expected to; 
• learn to learn • not just to study 
• learn concepts • not 1ust formulas 
• • learn to solve problems • not just pass 
exams 
• learn for the sake of knowledge - nol 
just for completion of courses 
• learn to integrate knowledge ·not just to 
accumulate credits (as published by the 
college) 
The competency exam should lest my 
ability to think, not my ability to recall what I 
learned in the rourth lecture of CE 3053. 
Whal does the 80/ 81 Operatiqnal 
Catalog say about the comp? I chose a few 
hnes. but perhaps those who feel sHghted 
should read the whole section. "Compel· 
ency questions are sufficiently broad to 
allow students to demonstrate a firm com-
(conttnued on P919 I) 
Downgrading candidates 
displeasing 
To the eduor. 
The cartoon by Ciullett1 in the Sept 16 
issue and the anu-Reagan articles 1n the 
Sept 23 issue by Steve Kmiotek and Tom 
N1co1os1 remind me of what people were 
saying about Barry Goldwater In 1964 
Remember? Goldwater was the candidate 
who was going 10 gel us into a war in Viet· 
nam. Lyndon Johnson won the election 1n a 
landshde because of that So we d1dn ·1 have 
a war, we had a pohce action" that wasted 
thousands of hves and emotionally scarred 
many of the conscripts who were forced to 
take part 1n 1t. Pernaps a war would have 
been preferable 
Now 1t 1s 1980 and Reagan is the cand1· 
date who is g0tng to get us 1010 a nuclear 
war, supposedly How different are Carter's 
1ntent1ons? Carter recently changed our 
nuclear strategy from a purely defensive 
one to one which has the potential 10 be 
used 1n a first slrike capacity He also 
enforced Iha first reg1strat1on tor conscnp-
11on since the last years of the Vietnam 
conll1c1 These actions were not taken to 
keep federal employees busy. 
II seems to be fashionable nowadays to 
downgrade candidates and claim to vote 
for one·s choice as the lesser of two 
(lhree?) evils. as Mr Kmiotek did Kung 
Fu·tze said, " The nobler sort of man 
emphasizes lhe good qualities 1n others, 
and does not accentuate the bad The 1nfe· 
nor sort does the reverse " That 1s some-
thing that you editors should bear tn mind 
when acepting and writing articles in this 
elec11on season. 
Kristin K Freeman 
What future? 
You sc1ent1sts and engineers, you think 
you ere so powerful You think thal you 
have learned how to control and create, 
generate. and dom1na1e But you're wrong! 
The ways of nature that we try to describe 
using physics. chemistry. biology, etc. ,have 
been used by nature for b1lhons or years 
and continue to be used in processes far 
beyond this earth 1n ways we never 
imagined They continue to operate on this 
earth 1n ways we only begin lo understand 
All we can do is attempt to manipulate 
these processes in different ways lo grant 
immed1ated and local vanattons from what 
would otherwise have occurred Our vana · 
!Ions are m1n1scule in space and 11me on the 
scale of the universe They are only d1ffernt 
apphcahons of the same processes of 
nature that nature has used all along. 
Nature moves towards equilibrium 1n 
which the vanous forces and materials 
ob1a1n a balance over time and space and 
so these equ11tbna continue to change . lnfi· 
ntte 11me means that if change is poss1ble, 1t 
will occur. Infinite space means that 1f 
change :s possible, 11 is occurring some-
where Yet every flux and ebb again moves 
towards a balance Such a balance means 
the cont1nua1ton of a certain cond1t1on 
Htimans and life 1n general are linile In 
time and space They have a l1m1ted reach 
1n 1erms of available materials and energy 
and a limited ume scale. l.Jfe also exists by 
the merest chance of a balance that has 
occured in lh1s pocket of space This bal-
ance ol nature s processes has generated 
the organic compounds and genetic infor· 
mation as well as atomic substances thal 
make up this earth, its atmosphere. and its 
environs in space Materials on this ear1h 
are relattvely stable, while energy cont1nu· 
ously flows In and out mostly as hght and 
heat 
Uur energy and mater:al balances are 
. 
ma1nta1nee1 by recychng the finite materials 
on earth and putting to use those quantities 
of energy that are replenished 1n kind from 
our inputs, from the sun This 1s the ecologi· 
cal balancing out necessary for Ille. It 1s 
sustainable as long as the sun conlinues. 
and all life on eanh depends on 11 
It Is w1th1n this balance that humanity and 
all biology.must ma1nta1n their existence It 
is also w1th1n this balance that humans 
make play with lhe processes or nature But 
these games have continued at the 
expense of our equ11tbnum 1s destroyed 
This situation has only been possible 
unhl now because we have been able to 
use sources of energy and materials that 
have been stored on this earth prior to our 
time These stores are hm1ted and they are 
last being used up People, for the past few 
hundred years. have been acting outside of 
the ecological balance. We have been 
using non-recycled, non-renewed mate· 
nals and energy. 011, coal. uranium. miner· 
ats like phosphates. aluminum, the clean air 
we breath, even the earth we use to build 
with all have hm11ed supplies 
Our temporary grace period has allowed 
us to behave in ways destructive to our own 
ecology We destroy species of animals 
and plants and their environments that ere 
part of our life support system. We destroy 
the air. water and land that maintains us 
and the food we ltve on Finally, we destroy 
our genetic 1nformat1on which allows for our 
cootlnuahon 
As our old supphes run oul, we must rec· 
over a new balance that can maintain hie 
What 1s key 1s that which 1s sustainable. Iha I 
which can maintain life and allows for the 
recreation of new hie within thal same bal· 
ance That which 1s destructive of this bal· 
ance must be repelled. 
Some ma1or questions present them· 
(continued on page t) 
bull slloTs 
pushed most by the candidates or even the 
voters. The issue of the economy has taken 
a back seat In this campaign to the topics of 
defense and militarism. 
That in ltself is not too surprising. The 
hostage situation and the reaction of 
President Carter to the Soviet incursion into 
Afghanistan has stirred a great feeling ol 
fear and inadequacy among the American 
people But the fact of the matter 1s that the 
economic s1tua :>n 1n the country 1s what 1s 
really the b1gg~~t problem facing America, 
at least in the short range 
When I speak of economic problems I am 
not talking about big ttme investments and 
world money markets I am talking about 
what the average person laces rn terms ol 
higher prices on items that are necessities 
of life, food and clothing. According to a 
study that came out over the summer It was 
estimated that today Americans spend a 
larger percentage of their pay checks on 
the staples of hfe than Americans who lived 
during the depression 
Politicians complain that the world 
shortage of oil and excessive federal 
spending are large contributors to the 
current wave of inflation, but ti seems I.hat 
' ltttle 11 anything Is being done to ease these 
trends. In the area of energy Americans 
have curtailed much of their wastefutnes.s, 
but this ts 1n my opinion due to the rising 
cost of energy as wen as all other goods. 
Government, through its failure to generate 
a viable and comprehensive energy policy 
reason lor the great productivity of the 
Japanese and the Germans since the end 
of World War Two (when the industries of 
both nations were m shambles) is that since 
that lime they have not been forced to 
compete in an arms race that has robbed 
them of their best resources and minds as 
had the U.S 
The great tragedy of this entire situatton 
1s that the people on the bottom of the 
economic totem pole end up bearing the 
brunt. and who is more on the bollom 
economically than the college student? 
That's nght, you the college student are 1ust 
another victim of the fiscal insanity ol the 
federal government. II seems that in order 
for lhe federal government to help finance 
their run away spending and nuctear arms 
butlding mania they need more revenue 
and they plan to get at least part or that 
revenue from the Amer1can college 
student The paragraph on the sub1ect that I 
found by pure luck alone was buried on 
page 16 of Friday's Globe and it happily 
announced that the interest rate on student 
loans was being raised from 7 percent to 9 
percent for new borrowers. Yes. and the 
Senate did approve of the measure 
overwhelmingly, 83-6. All that is needed Is 
the President's signature So, remember 
thts the .next ltme that you read about a new 
multi-billion dollar defense program 
because you are one of the ones who is 
helping to pay for II 
liMERick oysTERS 
by Steve Kmiotek 
Newspeak staff 
Last week, I commented that I'd 
prefer either Kermit or Ed Cranch In the 
White House as compared to Reagan 
or Carter or Anderson. I don't mean to 
Imply that Kermit and President 
Cranch are of equal stature. Obviously, 
Kermit Is much more famous. 
President Cranch, on the other hand, is 
probably a much better engineer and 
administrator. While being green and 
famous are suitable qualifications for 
being President, they don't necessarily 
hold for being president of a college. 
I've had the pleasure of talking with 
President Cranch on a couple of oc-
casions during the past two years. To 
add to your trivia collection, his birth-
day Is November 15th (I don't know 
what year). He told us that one day 
down In the Pub. One of the most in-
teresting encounters, though, was al 
graduation last June. A group of us 
were discussing how President Cranch 
greeted us when he handed us our 
diplomas. For Instance, "Congratula-
tions, Joan," or "Very good, Bob" In 
my case, It was just, "Kmiotek." Sigh. 
So Dr. Cranch, If you should decide 
to run for the Presidency, you would 
get my vote. If you'd get Kermit as a 
running mate, It'd be even better. 
That's not saying I'd campaign for you, 
but I bet you'd get most of the campus 
to support you. And the KAP vote 
would clinch It!! 
TEClt pnidE 
Boynton Hall Js rich In its own 
history, having been declared an 
historic site by virtue of its age and im-
portance to the city Yet Its name, and 
that of WPI, recall events and per· 
sonalllles from mid·seventeenth-
century England. 
In April 1637 eight ships prepared to 
sail from England lo the " plantations 
of America." The majority of the 
passengers were Puritans, English 
Calvinists opposed to the growing 
royal power and the Angellcan 
religious policies of the crown. Among 
the passengers were two gentry 
families, that of Oliver Cromwell and 
Matthew Boynton. Bui the ships were 
prohibited from sailing by a royal 
proclamation. 
By 1651 the Puritan-dominated 
Parliament had deposed and executed 
King Charles I. But England laced an 
invasion by the Scots and royalists. 
The Puritan "New Model Army," led 
now by the very same Oliver Cromwell, 
met and defeated lhe invading forces 
at Worcester; one of Matthew Boyn· 
ton's sons died In the battle. (Two other 
sons, Wiiiiam and John, had indeed 
sailed to America In 1638, settling 
between Newberry and Ipswich.) And 
shortly after Cromwell's victory an 
eight mile piece of land on the western 
trail from Boston was surveyed, plot-
ted. and named after the site of the vic-
tory. 
Two hundred years after a Boynton 
had fallen in battle al Worcester, 
across the ocean Boynton Hall rose in 
Laat Wednesday at 8:30 p.m., The 
Forum presented the sllde-fllm, "Ac-
ceptable Risk?" In Higgins Labs room 
109. The slides were provided by the 
American Friends Service Committee. 
About 30 to 40 people arrived for the 
presentation. 
The slldeshow took an anti-nuclear 
viewpoint, addressing such Issues as 
the proliferation of nuclear technology 
lntematlonalfy, health hazards 
resulting from nuclear research and 
Industry, corporate Involvement In the 
industry, and alternative sources of 
energy. ft tasted '40 minutes. 
Following the slides was an open 
discussion by all those In attendance. 
The first Issue discussed was the bias 
of the presentation and the emotional 
appeal of some of the slides; questions 
were raised about presenting a view or 
to remain neutral In such a presen-
tation, and about the possibility of 
making any kind of presentation 
without some emotional appeal. Then 
¥d~-' 
we ry expresaect In the show was 
questioned and debated. The alter-
native of energy supplied from coal 
was then brought up, which in turn 
raised the Issue of solar energy and the 
capltaf.lntenalty of such centralized 
energy sources as coat and uranium. 
Next was the topic of terrorism and 
nuclear fuels. The final issue, and the 
one that dominated most of the 
discussion, was the decommissioning 
of nuclear reactors: after a maximum 
of 30 years, a nuclear reactor becomes 
too saturated with radiation to con-
tinue use; the questions raised about 
this scenario Involved the cost, the 
methods used, and the limited ex-
perience with the phenomena. 
The discussion Itself lasted over an 
hour, with quite a variety of opinions 
expressed. Judging from the energy of 
the debate, one would conclude that 
The Forum has Indeed accomplished 
Its desire to stimulate discourse about 
social Issues. More presentations are 
under consideration for the future. 
Even in the insect world 
by Gregg Miller 
Newspesk staff 
Two cockroaches were walklng In 
opposite directions on Highland Street 
one typical cloudy, Worcester day: 
Bernard: HI, Arnie I 
Arnie: HI, Bernardi What's new 1n 
your world lately? 
Bernard: Not much 'cept that some 
Porto Roachin' cocker stole the food 
• 
Arnie: Yeah, I was thinking of doing 
the same thing. I've passed by there a 
couple times; seems like a real nice 
place. 
Bernard: Oh well. I guess these 
things happen. 
Arnie: Yeah, ... Did I tell ya· that there 
are more Siiverfish movin' in next door 
tome? 
Bernard: No ktddin'I The neigh· 
SATIRE 
I'd been storing for the past few 
months. All that work down the drain. 
I caught the little bugger, too, when he 
came back for the last of It. 
Arnie: What'd you do? 
Bernard: I almost cracked his shell 
open when he denied everything, but 
Instead I just yelled al him and brought 
him to his parents. 
Arnie: I think I would've hit the 
cocker right between his mandibles. 
Bernard: Yeah, I know. But I guess I 
got soft-hearted. 
Arnie: What'd his parents do? 
Bernard: Well, his father grabbed his 
antennae and yanked him around a bit 
before I turned and left. 
Arnie: I hope he got what he de· 
served! 
Bernard: So do I, but f doubt It. 
(pause) I had just saved up enough to 
knock off work for a couple days to go 
lo the Roach Motel with the wife and 
kids. 
borhood sure has changed In the past 
couple a years. 
Arnie: Don't I know It. Those Slivers 
are fast little buggers. They've 
dominated the sprints In the past 
couple of Olympics 
Bernard: Yeah, It isn't fair. f mean 
they have longer legs and all . 
Arnie: ft don't really matter. One day 
we'll all be together in the land o( Fiith 
and Honey. 
Bernard: Amen to that, brother. 
Arnie: Well, I gotta crawl home now. 
The wife'tl have a flt If I'm not home on 
time. 
Bernard: You're not kiddin'I Women, 
man. You can't live with 'em or without 
'em. 
Arnie: I hear ya', man. I hear ya'. 
Bernard: Well, take care, man. 
Arnie: Yeah, take it slow. 
And they crawled home, staring at 
the pavement, as if the troubles of the 
world were on their shoulders. 
Get psyched for 
November 14 & 151 
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Forum organizes against apathy Spectrum presents Poe 
by Jim Dyer 
Newspeak staff 
Two weeks ago, Newspeak reported 
the creation of a group concerned with 
issues of technology and society. This 
group, now calling Itself The Forum, 
has since organized to a much fuller 
extent and has evolved a statement of 
purpose to serve as a basis for and to 
describe Its activities. 
The resultant statement is as 
follows: 
We are a commumty group 
dedicated to sustaining and In· 
vtgoratmg the philosophy and quality 
of the WP/ education. for the purpose 
of creating a climate of socral respon· 
s1bi/1ty among scientists and 
engineers. 
The group"s primary methOd for 
achieving such ends is the sponsoring 
and encouraging of discussion and 
debate about social Issues and the 
WPI education, followed by action on 
the part of Individuals or groups as 
they themselves see fit. The group 
wants to raise the consciousness of 
the WPI community, which they feel Is 
In accordance with the ideals of the 
Plan. 
For the past three weeks, The Forum 
has devoted the bulk of Its time and 
energy to the organization of the 
group, rather than the discussion of 
specific issues. This past Tuesday, 
September 23rd, the group spilt Into 
three parts, each part considering one 
of three concerns: (1) issues specific to 
the WPI community and system of 
education, (2) issues of soclal relevan-
ce, and (3) the coordination and 
publicizing of Forum activities. 
The Forum does not endeavor to 
represent any specific combination of 
beliefs regarding specific issues. It Is, 
so to speak, a forum for people of dif· 
raring views to interact. The main con· 
cern Is to dispel the overwhelming 
apathy that exists within the WPI 
community. Everyone is Invited to ex-
press their views, regardless of in· 
divldual opinion The group meets 
today, and every Tuesday, at 4:00 In 
Higgins Laboratories, room 101. 
Tommy Who? 
by Jim Dyer 
Newspeak stall 
)'"hose of you who will be going to the 
nightclub this Homecoming Weekend 
probably have questions like, "Who is 
Tommy Koenig?'" and, " Has the Social 
Committee done It again?"' Well, the 
Social Committee has done it again (or 
hasn't, depending on your point of 
view). Tommy Koenig is quite talented, 
an alumnus of the National Lampoon 
Players (as are Chevy Chase, John 
Belushi, Gilda Radner, and Biii Murray). 
The first time I heard him was this 
summer, on my car radio. We laughed 
so hard the car would have wrecked If 
we hadn't been parked. His material is 
original, accessible, and very funny. In 
addition, his visual performance is well 
executed, owning much to his 
theatrical background. He has been 
playing to enthusiastic audiences all 
over New York. 
A Condi· 
tlon of Shadow 
Is a play about the 
life of Edgar Allen Poe. It is 
not a reading of Poe's works, 
It is instead a theatrical per-
formance drawn from his let· 
ters, tales, poems, and 
essays that reveals the tor· 
mented character and per-
sonality of Poe. The one-man 
show by Jerry Rockwood, 
who bears a superficial re-
semblance to Poe, meets the challenge 
of that format of presentation and 
holds the listener while delivering a 
vivid performance. Rockwood 
promises to do for Poe what Hal 
Holbrook did for Mark Twain In last 
year's Spectrum series. 
As part of the 1980-81 Spectrum 
series Jerry Rockwood as Edgar Allen 
Poe will appear at 8 p.m. on Monday, 
October 6th, In Klnnicutt Hall • 
... New Fuller labs nearing completion 
(continued from ... 1) 
Kaven have been pnmanly for purposes ol 
aesthetics and comfort. but all one has to 
do 1s visrt the basement to see how the 
renovations will strengthen the academic 
capacity of the department . The new 
Geotech lab 1s pnmanly finished and is in 
the process of gearing up for a research 
proiect. while the structures lab 1s neanng 
completion 
Only minor inconveniences are being 
experienced by the Materials Lab course 
which rehes on the lab All of the old 
equipment, although displaced from its old 
spot 1s still in use It 1s expected that the lab 
will be finished in a few weeks. The maior 
reconstruction ol breaking down walls. 
iackhammenng the floor and pouring new 
loundahons 1s complete. The new 
equipment has arnved and Is now being 
installed and calibrated 
A key to the renovation of the labs 1s a 
new power supply transformer installed 
over the summer. It 1s expected to support 
the power demands of the building ror the 
next twenty five years 
The Fuller Structures Lab boasts a vast 
amount or new equipment which greatly 
increases the scope ot projects and 
research thal the facility is capable of. 
Some of the equipment cannot be found 
elsewhere on the East coast and yet down 
in Kaven rt 1s available for student use Two 
of the more important pieces of equipment 
are· 
1) Tinius Olson 400,000 lb. Super L 
D1grtal Type Universal Testing Machine Dr. 
Keshavan claims, "'It is the most modern 
and best in the busmess you can buy ... its 
testing capacity Is well above most others 
In the area " The machine is used for 
testing material under dynamic loading 
cond11tons. It features all automatic 
controls and a cyclic loading capacity The 
apparatus weighs about seven tons. To 
make overhead room lor the large piece 
and to support the weight, the floor of a 
portion of the lab was lowered about two 
feet and a foundation for the machine was 
installed The machine was calibrated last 
week Total cost for the purchase, 
transportation, and 1nstallallon will run 
about $70,000. 
2) Hy-Plan Magnus 300KN Umversal 
Testing Frame. The frame is used tor 
testing beams. tresses, and other structural 
elements. In full scale. It features a hydrollc 
loading system. A frame of th ts size is rarely 
found elsewhere. The total cost for 
purchase, shipment. and assembly will be 
$25,000. 
Many other pieces or equipment have 
been purchased and ere stlll In crates 
wailing to be installed. Allot the lab furniture 
has also been replaced. The organization 
of equipment and planning of the lab 
provides for maximum space ulttlization. 
Across the hall from the Structures lab 1s 
the new Fuller Geotechnical Laboratory. 
This lab is completely finished and 
currently 1n use. The Geotech lab features 
an Aulomated Triaxial System. a Control 
Stress Pack Tnax1al Cell, Compression 
Machines, and a Dynamic Loader All of the 
lab furniture Is also new. 
Located In the lab Is the Data 
Acquisitions Room. The room features a 
new Hewlet Packard 3052A Automated 
Data Aquisition System. The system 
includes a HP9835A desk top computer 
with printer. a HP9872B gtaphlcs plotter, 
and a HP9876A graphics printer. The total 
cost of the system is over $30,000. '"(he 
(continued on pege 5) 
TM FuHet' o.ot.chnlc8I Labontory. - John Mar T1nlus OIM>n 400,000 lb. Super L Dlglt&I Type Unlve,..I T•ttr'9 Machine. 
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... GTE and NSF summer projects 
(continued "°"' ..... 1) 
"Synthesis of Vinyl Polymers Ut1hz1ng 
Vacuum Techniques" Another senior at 
WPI, Jim Bozeman's Job 1n the proiect was 
to write a pre.processing program for a 
simulation program that simulates large 
scale integrated circuits His program was 
a translattr program used by others al the 
plant unfamiliar with the original matenal 
A mathematics maior. Bozeman added, 
"I enioyed working on the project but I'm not 
a computer science ma1or and it's not what 
I have 1n mind tor the future " 
Mary Ann O'Conner, a junior at WPI, was 
working 1n the same department wrth 
Bozeman. O'Conner, who is a computer 
science ma1or, was woril1ng on a project 
titled "Mlcro-Processer Simulation and 
Testing" The work was done on a large 
computer with a simulation language used 
to simulate digital logic circuits. 
" It was software working with a 
computer," she explained. "They wanted 
me to Show how the language could be 
used to simulate things. I had to test It tor 
accuracy to see what you could use it tor II 
was a computerated delign 
"The pr0f8C1 was 1n hne with what I will be 
doing 1n the future It gave me a good 
understanding of what it 11 like to work In my 
field I really entoved it, 1t was a good 
summer We lived 1n the Tufts dorms and 
met a lot of other people from other places 
We had a little reunion of people who 
worked on the pro1ect two weeks ago 1n 
Rhode Island " 
WPI senior 8111 Christian was working 1n 
another part of the GTE plant. II was rn what 
he termed "a chemical physics" lab His JOb 
included looking at advaced phOsphors 
(like the ones used in ttourescent lamps) to 
try and find a brighter and more energy 
efficient one to replace the current 
phOsphors. 
GTE had been worlung on the project for 
a year before Chnstian arrived and will be 
continuing until such a phosphor is found. 
~·we were testing phosphors." 
commented Christian "We had to look al 
the structure and tell about the phosphOf', 
whether or not it should be tested further. 
We never got that far (finding the new 
phosphor) but they're still wortung on it 
"I thought ii (the program) was great I got 
involved with the 1ndustr•I side of the field 
and I'm interested in the practical 
applicatiOns " Chnst1an 11 a physics maior 
at WPI and moat of h1s work has been 1n 
research labs, whereas with this prOject, he 
worked the applications of his held toward 
lndustnal use 
He continued, ··1 enjOyed working with 
people there. they came from as far away 
as Hawan I got to learn whet ott'8f people 
at other schools are doing. GTE waa good, 
tt was wetl·funded." 
Other projeeta dOne at the plant Included 
expwimentatiOn With sweeter strawberries. 
longer cucumbers, and compulert to aid 
lhed•f. 
"Our atudlnla begin IQ realize their 
potential ea ~ contritUora '°°" 
••• New equipment broadens scope of CE dept. 
••• 11111 uM ..... ,... ., 
sy-.n wll be hooked up to d lhlM...,. in 
the bla.nenl of Kaven. II is I .,.,.., Incl 
atraighl forward IYlt&m. programmable by 
the Basic language. The .,...,., It 
expected to ellmlnlte a IOt ol teCtlous data 
recofding and argMlzalion previoully done 
by hand. II la sure to be an auec to just 
about every projlcl using the labe. 
AllO located adjacent to the C3eotech lab 
ia the new Soil Dynamlel leb tacHlly. The 
faclllly features a Cyclic Soil Loading 
Appfatua. and a Frost Chamber capable of 
reaching temperalUfn of ·20°F 
This new arrangement ol taclllies. in 
particular, the FrOlt Chamber app1181ua. 
contritUed to the attraction ol a 2 year. 
S1 40.000 rnerach grant from the D 0 T to 
Gregg 8'>eetor. Gregg ·eo. who is now a 
grad student in the Civil dept • Wiii be 
• studying the effect of shear stress 
W99kening ol IOil due to "8wing. Thi study 
wll lnvotw three patll. Ha ii currenlly 
_ designing a lirnpll .,_r dlYtce eo the 
elfact d thew W9lldng can be predicted. 
He will '*t lode into the UH of fllter fabrics 
to dill_. water. Finely hi will try to 
determine if strength loH of IOil la a 
fundi9" of water content or if 1111 a function 
of the break down ol IOff ltrUCture h la 
hoped that lhe recent renovation& wtH 
atttad more granll and projects like this. 
When the renovatiOna In Kaven are 
complete. the department will have 
accomplllhed its major goell Much time 
wll be spent on lelmlng how to UM the new 
eqUipmenl to b best advantage. Ater this 11 
done. the next area ol concentration will be 
developing research areas requiring 
specific equipment which will come from 
research grants 
,.,.. 
after the program begins." said Or John 
Ambroee. Manager of External Technical 
Affairs for GTE Laboratonn, whoC>verteetl 
the lnduttrial Aetearch Part1cipatK>n 
program tor GTE "They are conlronled 
with practical problems which. 1n 
comparison to academic reHarch. 
demand incn immedia .. '°"*"'" 
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Exchange Student 
Training program 
The International association for tho 
Exchange of Students for Technical 
Experience announces Its training 
program for 1981. 
El1g1b1t1ty: If you are · currently 
enrolled In good slandmg at a four year 
college or university; at least a 
sophomore bul not yet finished with 
your Doctorate; ma1onng in any of the 
sciences, engineering, mathematics, 
architecture or agriculture - you are 
eligible to be an IAESTE trainee. 
Trameesh1p: Most placements are 
for 8·12 weeks during the summer, 
although some may be available for 
longer periods (up to one year) and at 
different times of the year. Placement 
may be In a research laboratory design 
office. production department 'or field 
locations, depending on the nature of 
your field, background and Interests. 
Appl1cstion · To apply, simply obta111 
a form from IAESTE/U s .. Inc .• 217 
American City Building, Columbia, 
Maryland 2104-4, complete II, secure 
academic endorsement and submit it 
before December 15th, together with 
your non-refundable membersh1plap· 
pltcatlon fee of $50. (If you withdraw at 
any time, you forfott tho entire fee.) 
Cost: You will be paid a " Malnten· 
ance allowance" adequate to cover 
your living expenses while m training. In 
addition to the S50 application lee, you 
may expect to have expenses of $700· 
$900 for a typical 8-12 week summer 
assignment in Europe. This includes 
transportation, free-time travel in· 
surance and incidental expenses 'such 
as passport fees, souvenirs, etc. It you 
wish to train outside of Western 
Europe, you should expect higher ex· 
penses due to greater travel cost . 
Travel: You will be responsible for 
your own travel (including cost) and for 
making sure you arrive at the place of 
training on the date you have specif 1ed, 
and will remain for the enttre period to 
which you have agreed. 
A meeting on the program will be 
held on Tuesday, October 7 at 4 oo p.m. 
1n Stratton 304. 
Hummel exhibit in library 
Gordon Library announces the 
opening of the exhlbltlon FORMATION 
OF AN ARTIST: Early Works of Berta 
Hummel (1909-HM6). Few people, on 
hearing the Hummel name, fall to think 
of the popular "Hummell" figurines 
avidly collected by thousands in the 
United States and many other parts of 
the world. What these people m1~ht not 
think about is the development of the 
talent which eventually resulted In the 
manufacture of theae "collectibles". 
Berta Hummel, the artist, was born In 
Massing, Germany 1n 1909. Early in 
childhood Berta showe:j her 
remarkable and "natural" talent In her 
ability to sense and record facets of 
her surroundings. This co1lect1on of 
about -40 works was created between 
the artist's 12 and 21st years before 
she entered the convent of Slessen and 
later became Sister Maria lnnocentla 
Hummel . The exhibition shows Berta's 
first tentative works in water color and 
charcoal, then her mastery of color as 
expressed tn her versatile portrayal of 
children (from which her figurines were 
later created) religious themes, sen· 
s1tive figure studies, stlll llfes and land· 
scape studies. The paintings, drawings 
and one wall hanging which comprise 
this traveling exhibition are all the 
more remarkable when the view 
realizes that much of the artist 's best 
work precedes her art school days. Af· 
ter finishing her secondary schooling, 
Berta enrolled in the Munich Academy 
of Applied and Fine Arts where she 
st, jled for four years. Soon the:eafter 
she entered the convent. But, as writ· 
ten >efore, It Is In the artist's earlier 
work one can trace the formation of the 
artis'.. Fortunately, due to the artistic 
curiosity and Interest of the Schmid 
family corporation, a treasure trove of 
Berta Hummel's early works were 
found with her family In Massing. 
Schmid organized this exhibition and 
brought ii to this country. Thrbugh a 
grant to Van Arsdale Associates, Inc. 
the collection will be circulated 
throughout the United States. The 
exhibition will be on view from Oct. -4 to 
Nov, 2, 1980. 
WAM progralJ1 for 80-81 
The generous support of the 
following Institutions has made the 
College Gallery program possible for 
the current academic year: Assump. 
t1on College, Clark University, College 
of the Holy Cross, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, Worcester State 
College, and the Worcester Art 
Museum. 
Students at these 1nst1tutions will be 
admitted free of charge through two 
methods Faculty may submit class 
enrollment lists to the museum's 
Education Department . Students w111 
then be admitted lnd1v1dually by 
showing their IDs at the Lancaster 
Street entrance. Classes may also be 
admitted as a group by scheduling 
visits one week In advance through the 
Education Department. Students at 
other Institutions may avail them· 
selves of College Gallery programs un· 
der the regular admission policy of the 
museum. For guided tours or other in· 
formation about the program, contact 
Virginia Ragum, College of the Holy 
Cross. 
CAMpus CApsulEs 
P•thwaya 
Pathways, the creative arts 
magazine will have an organizational 
meetlnQ aQaln this week. The meeting 
will be Wednesday, September 24 
at 7;00 p.m. In the Newspeak office. 
Any and all Interested people are en· 
couraged to attend. (Newspeak office 
Is In the basement of Alley.) 
Forum meeting 
If you are a student, facul ty member, 
or otherwise a part of the WPI com· 
munlty, and you are Interested In 
sharing you views about issues in· 
volvmg society, technology, and the 
WPI campus: come to the Forum 
meeting today at -4:00 In Higgins Labs 
101. 
ACM' aemlnara 
The WPI student chapter of the ACM 
(Association for Computing Machin· 
ery) continues its series of DEC Sys· 
tem 20 user's seminars with the 
following schedule of seminars on 
various file editors 
Thursday, October 2 • WPI EDIT 
Tuesday, October 7 · DEC EDIT 
Thursday, October 9 • WPI TECO and 
TV 
Tuesday, October 1-4. EMACS 
The times for the seminars will be 
-4 :00 p.m .. and the place will be an· 
nounced at a later date. All are 
welcome. 
John Henry's opening soon 
The Worcester Area Folk Society 
announced that it will begin its third 
season of operation beginning Satur· 
day, October 4. The organization 
presents trad11tonal and contemporary 
folk music ranging in style from blues, 
to old·t1mey and western swing music 
at John Henry's Hammer Coffeehouse. 
The opening program will feature 
Cambridge-based singer-songwriter 
Geoff Bartley. Bartley was a co· 
founder of Buck 'n Wing, an active 
musicians cooperative located In the 
Boston area in the early 1970's. In 
recent months, he has been featured at 
numerous folk festivals and is curren 
tly appearing In Cambridge with Dave 
Van Ronk 
An "Open Hoot" will be featured on 
October 11 with regional musicians In· 
terested in audltiomng for future paid 
performances invited to perform, or 
anyone interested in sharing their 
music with a receptive audience. 
Saturday Oct. 18 will feature Bob 
Wey. Wey recently moved to New 
England from Michigan. In 1977 he 
took first place in the National Ham• 
mered Dulcimer Championship In Kan-
sas. Besides being an accomplished 
player, Bob is well versed in the 
history, lore and physics of the ham-
mered dulcimer. He had led workshops 
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and teaching seminars at numerous 
festivals and Is the principal organizer 
of a maior national dulcimer conven-
tion 
The following two weeks w1i1 present 
performers who were featured last year 
in sold out performances. Bill Staines 
will appear Saturday, Oct. 25. This con-
temporary singer-songwriter has six 
album releases to hts credit Then Nov 
1, Billy Novick and Guy Van Duser will 
perform. This duo presents ragtime 
blues and western swing music. Van 
Ouser Is a winner of the National 
Guitar Championships held each year 
In Wlnfleld. Kansas. They record for 
Rounder records 
The Folk Society will feature Utah 
Phillips In a special performance on 
Thursday, November 13. Phillips noted 
for his folk tales and songwriting 
ability records for Philo records. 
Future activities will be announced 
as they are confirmed. John Henry's 
Hammer Coffeehouse is located 1n the 
basement of the First Unitarian Chur-
ch, 90 Main St .. Worcester (just off Lin-
coln Square) Most performances are 
held on Saturday evenings and the 
doors open at 8 p.m. Admission varies 
from $2.50 to $4.00. Some performan· 
ces are co·sponsored by WICN Radio 
90.5FM. 
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Women's tennis now 6-2 
by Lisa Longwell 
Newspeal< stall 
September 22, the women's tennis 
team defeated Gordon College. The 
fmal score was 7-0, but with six new 
freshmen, the Gordon squad was 
tougher than ant1c1pated. The WPI 
team, not at full strength, with two of 
their singles players missing, showed 
Gordon that they too ha11e freshman 
talent. Freshman Leslie Cornwall, 
returning from Injury, played her lirst 
singles match ever and was victor1ous 
in straight sets Leslie's usual doubles 
partner, Cindy Gagnon, also came In to 
score a singles victory. Other singles 
winners were Lisa Longwell, Debbie 
• Biederman, and Beth Martin. Cathy 
Girouard and Gall Strzepa, the number 
two doubles team notched another 
point for WPI playing in the first 
doubles pos1t1on. At number two 
good chance, in the remaining singles 
and doubles matches, however, 
missing one of their key players due to 
illness, WPI came up one short. 
Singles winners for WPI were Beth 
Martin and Cathy Girouard. Debbie 
Biederman. showing that she too could 
play doubles, teamed with Cindy 
Gagnon to score a point for WPI At 
number three doubles, Cathy Girouard 
and Gail Strzepa continued their un· 
beaten steak with a straight set vie· 
tory. 
Hoping to pick themselves up, the 
team faced Rhode Island College at 
the Providence courts. However, this 
was to be a day In which everything 
went wrong. The WPI team got lost and 
showed up one hour late. Last year, 
WPI had barely beaten RIC, only 
because RIC had to lorlelt two points. 
Otherwise, RIC had a stronger team 
SpORTS 
doubles. Jocelyn Kent and B1ta Solhjoo 
outclassed their Gordon opponents wnh 
an mpresS111e 6-0 6· 1 win 
The team now 6-0 prepared for 
perhaps one of their toughest matches 
of the year against Assumption 
College. Assumption College has 
always beaten WPI easily relying 
heavily on their strategy of repeats. 
One for one. It Is obvious WPI has the 
stronger team with fifteen members. It 
1s hard to beheve that Assumption only 
has seven. Unfortunately, victorious 
again, Assumption defeated WPI 5-4. It 
was a heart·breaking loss for WPI 
because 1t was so close. Assumption's 
strength is their number one and two 
players who were too much for Lisa 
Longwell and Debbie Biederman with 
decisive two set victories. The duo for 
Assumption then teamed up at 
doubles to score the winning point in 
straight sets. WPI atlll had a chance, a 
c ACIOSS 1. Speed df'mora 
R Ii. Band of wolvH 
10. Small eu 0 11. SimuJtan. eoualy: :? wds. 
s 14. lnaipiflcant beiaca or thinp: 2 wda. 
s 18. Tale of adYenture 
w 17. Speech defeet 18. Uaed to be 
0 19. Pnr.booler 20. H uncer i9 the teacher of -
R 21. Toorist'a permit 
D 22. Licht. rhythmic llOUnd 
s 23. - Island, New Y nrk rf':v>rt 
and they were anxious to play this 
year. Remembering last year's em· 
barrasslng defeat. RIC was ready and 
beat WPI 6·3 . RIC scored the first six 
points with singles 11ictories to take the 
match. WPI had the depth. however, 
to score points with doubles victories. 
The teams of Cindy Gagnon and Leslie 
Cornwal( Jocelyn Kent and B1ta Solh· 
joo, and Debbie Harrow and Lynne On· 
dek had little trouble defeating their 
opponent. The day ended with the 
second straight deleat for WPI and a 
flat lire, 
At 6·2, the team has done well thus 
far. In compet1tion, we must learn to 
lace defeat and pick ouselves up tor 
the next match. Perhaps these two 
defeats will make the team stronger as 
the season ends. Our next home match 
will be Wednesday, October 1, against 
Brandeis College. 
24. Peep show 
26. Smug, pedan-
tic pe?"Son11 
27. Public enemy 
~.Goad 
:?<J. Mere Iv 
3'1. Look slyly 
3.1. Fairy queen 
34. Drivel : alans 
35. Glee-club 
member 
36. Larp moth 
37. Small contri-
bution to a 
eon•eraation: 
8 wcla. 
-40. Secure the 
aupport of 
41. "ButteTfteld 8" 
authoT 
42. Speck• 
43. Prntuh4-rancell 
9 
18 
DOWN 
I. A Monta~e 
2. "St.op!" 
a l!'m ur ~hool 
4. Pirw fltt1nr: 
!'> A~i-ume the 
former 
pos1t1on of 
G. Scapegoat : 
alaq 
7. Nipa palm 
8. Banacka bed 
9. Beiq 
aware of 
12. Halt.a 
13. "An -
on Man," 
Pope poem 
14. PFC'a super-
ior: abbr. 
15. Barnyahl 
sound 
20. Demeanor 
21. Not legally 
enforceable 
22. N.Y. city on 
the Hudson 
23. Riding whip 
24 Fame 
25. Everything 
count.ed : 
2 wd11. 
21i. Per!'evcre : 
2wds. 
27. Prime talent 
~8. Source of 
anroyance 
30. Yearns 
31. Guillemot 
32. Porticoa 
33. Word of 
disgu~t 
~5 . Pinest 
3G Burden 
-
:JR. Labor union: 
abbr. 
39. Any persona 
that 
Crc)ssword solutlon on page 1 o. 
Soccer team still undefeated 
The WPI Soccer team boasts a 4·0 
record with victories over Bentley. 
Coast Guard, MIT, and Tufts. Their 
hard work has earned them a rank of 
third in New England and a number 17 
ranking In the National Division Ill Poll . 
The Engineers defeated Bentley by 
the score of i .1 in a close game. The 
game was played slopplly, but the WPI 
took advantage of goals by Mickey 
Nallen and Steve King to win their 
opener. In the second game, WPI was 
matched against a physical Coast 
Guard team. The wind was a big factor 
as Tony Pllegl scored twice and fresh· 
man Marty Ferguson added another in 
the 3-1 win. The wind was also a factor 
In WPl's 4-0 win over MIT The goal 
scorers were John Hanly, Gazanfer 
Namoglu, Nallen, and Pilegl In a game 
completely dominated by the 
Engineers. On Saturday WPI ended a 
jinx by defeating Turts University 2-0. 
Tufts had gone 6·0 against WPI over 
the past six years. Mickey Nallen 
scored a goal and had an assist on 
Tony Pllegl's to power the engineers to 
victory. Goalie Jim Ellenberger posted 
his second shutout and WPI picked up 
their fourth straight win. 
John Berard has played superbly 
throughout the start of the 1980 
season. He and Captain Dennis 
Wysackl have really stabillzed the de· 
tense. In another note, the loss of 
Steve "Sammy Hunt" Bednarz has 
dealt a heavy blow to Coach King and 
his team. Steve's hustle and spiritual 
leadership will be greatly missed 
On Thursday, October 2, WPI will 
host the University of Lowell an a 3:30 
p.m soccer match Please come out 
and support your winning soccer team. 
WPI LENS & LIGHTS 
SOCIAL COMMITIEE 
PRESENTS 
111111 . -·-
-----rn••• - ----- - - -._ - - - ---- -
--- - == .._,. ---
SUNDAY • OCTOBER 5 
at 
6:30 p.m. & . 9:30 p.m. 
IN 
HARRINGTON AUDITORIUM 
Admission $1.00 
Tuesday, September 30, 1980 
Volleyball opens season 
The WPI woman's volleyball team 
began their season Thursday, Septem· 
bar 25, with a match against Tufts. 
Although WPI had a strong defense, 
Tufts won the match 3 games to 0. 
Despite Injuries and sickness, WPI 
played wall. Tri-captain Karen Dzlalo, 
returned as a starting spiker after her 
recent knee Injury In a scrimmage 
against Lowell. Points scored by WPI 
were due to the excellent serves of 
sophomores: Karen Casella, Sonia 
Adrlanowycz, and Lynn St. Germain. 
Freshmen starters, Michelle Bugbee 
and Jackie Blascoeehea, showed their 
potential with good spikes and bumps. 
Tri-captain Liz Sydney an6ophomore 
Hyangly Lee assisted the WPI team 
even though they were suffering from 
the flu. 
The women have a match Monday 
night, September 29, at U. 
Mass./Boston. They wlll have a trl-
match at home Oct. 7 against St. Alms 
and Stonehill. Your support would be 
greatly appreciated . 
... CE comp defended 
(continued from page 2) 
mend or more than a narrow facet of the 
d1sc1phne The exam1nat1on does not of 
itself dictate the spec1f1c courses . (of) the 
student's program." And, " .. a student 
should feel competent and should 
approach the expenence mentally pre-
pared to accept 1t as an opportunity for 
demonstrating that competence: · 
Perhaps 11 should be pointed out that in 
the Op Catalog for 77 /78, the freshman 
year in question, 1t says that. "The compet-
ency examination is under continuing 
study Students should contact their advi-
sors well rn advance of ant1c1pated exami-
nations to be sure they are aware of the 
latest regulations" Indeed. spec1hcally 
concernmg the Civil comp, there is no men-
tion of one. two or three questions In this 
catalog I fail to see where the "one ques-
tion" assumption was made. 
Then there 1s the issue of accreditation. 
The Engineers' Council for Professional 
Development (ECPO) will be visiting In 1usl 
over one year to evaluate the CE, Chem 
Eng EE and ME programs If any one 1s 
found deficient, all lose accreditation. The 
77 /78 Op Catalog 1nd1cates that the ECPD 
will accredit programs described as 
broad.' It also warns that narrowly defined 
programs may not carry such accredita· . 
hon Since no courses are required at WPI, 
the only way for ECPD to Judge the depth of 
the program 1s to require that sufficent 
breadth of study be demonstrated on the 
comp Why not start next year? Because 
the '81 comps are what the next six years of 
accred1tat1on will be 1udged• A sad state of 
affairs for the Class ol '82 -they get hallway 
through their senior year and find out their 
degrees will not be accredited' A much 
worse fate than t1nd1ng out about a change 
n your comp a year and a half ahead of 
time 
WPI dMdes its CIVIi Engineering program 
into lour sub-areas. I am of the op1n1on that 
11 someone w ished to call himself (or her-
self) a Civil Engineer. then he should be 
fam1lar with a// areas of Civil Engineering. 
lost 1s the structural engmeer who. wrth no 
background In lransportallon, 1s asked to 
design an a11port termtnal The urban 
planner who starts pumping untreated sew-
age into a river not only has no background 
in sanitary, but he also doesn't have his Job 
for long The construction contractor who 
doesn't know the difference between Por-
tland Cement end asphalt will soon be 
bankrupt. in court, or both. I could go on, but 
the the point has been made. The student 
who hmits himself in course work now will 
pay for it when he Is trying to find real work 
later on 
I will close with these Mnes from the WPI 
Philosophy of Education: ''Specialization 
must be tempered wrth 1nterdlslphnary 
breadth, tor the solutions to the problems of 
our technological wOC'ld demand minds of 
the widest scope:· 
Gregory P. Stanford 
CE '81 
... What future? 
(continued from P..- 2) 
selves What will this new balance look 
like? II must undoubteldy share much with 
the old because life continues the same 
needs of arr, rood. water, land, etc •• It must 
also have much wt11ch 1s new since the 
earth is now changed Human population is 
many times rts original size 1n any past eco· 
logical balance. We have varied the old 
processes 1n ways we may not want to 
return to. tn areas like health care, popula-
tion concentration, cuhure, etc. 
For us, what role and types of sctence 
and technology are going to allow this bal· 
ance to come about? It 1s the production of 
weapons that consume large amounts of 
materials and energy with no use for hte·s 
processes a maintainable activity? Can we 
continue to produce chemicals that are 
genetically and b101og1cally deadly? can 
we continue agricuhure that destroys the 
land? Can we continue to use energy sour-
ces that create vast amounts of waste heat, 
use h~ amounts of scarce water, pro-
duce harmful materials, and which cannot 
be maintained because of limited 
resources? 
Anally, what are the lmpllcat1ons for our 
culture? and !Or our relationships with other 
societies? Can a society of people that 
concentrates on individual welfare and per· 
sonal gain be sustainable? And can a world 
order based on competition for scarce 
resources and d1v1ded over control and 
drive for power be made to strike a balance 
through time? 
And what about you? 
Fred Rose 
we euy used Reeords 
1AL-BUMS 
Mond1y - Frld1y: 11 am to 9 pm 
s1turd1y: 10lm to &pm 
310% Park Avenue, 'NOrcester, MA 
Behind COk>ntal Bakery 
'Telephone: 798-3657 
- Paul Cotnoir 
Exercise makes It 
easier for students 
Do you find studying, sleeping and 
classes a boring existence? It Is get-
ting harder and harder to get out of bed 
each morning and back Into It at the 
end of your day? Does 4:00 In the after-
noon find you with yawning jaws and 
drooping eyellds? Are you snoring 
contentedly half·way through your 
history homework? If you answered 
yes to any of these questions then you 
may be suffering from the curse of the 
sedentary class: Low-energy fatigue. 
Some people would go about curing 
this malady with extra sleep only to 
find tossing, turning and thrashing 
about yields no rest. Others take stock 
In that llttle over·the-counter wonder 
pill, No-Doz. If you like the "shakes" 
and quaezy stomach slde~ffects of 
No-Doz, then there Is your answer. 
Maybe medication Is for you. It takes a 
lot of quiet time to successfully 
meditate, the avallabllity of which oc-
curs no earller than about 3:00 a.m. 
Early birds, go for It! 
But, according to a lot of students, 
there Is a solution. For these students 
there Is a direct correlation between 
athletic involvement and academic 
achievement. By exercising in a sporl 
of their choice for an hour or more each 
day, their studying Is more effective 
Their grades reflect the effectiveness. 
Many students have discovered the 
wonderful slde~ffects of exercise 
Tennis players, racquetball players, 
welghtlltters, joggers and basket· 
ballers agree that their sweat sessions 
give them energy to burn and they can 
study with greater Impact than when 
they were Inactive. 
According to one student, "Exercise 
does cut Into studying time, but if you 
budget your time and know what's due 
when, you can accomplish It all." He 
went on to say that the conditioning 
benefits "outweigh the time It takes 
away from studying by making me 
much more alert for late-night 
studying." 
-Campus Digest News S.rvice 
Soda Prices may decline 
1980 could be the big year for 
discounting soft drinks. The practice 
of towering prices to lure consumers to 
buy their product seems to be a 
popular method of gaining against the 
competition. 
One reason for the temporary price 
cuts, known In the Industry as dealing, 
Is the slow economic condltlona. Most 
of the soft drink Industry realizes, 
however, that this practice weakens 
brand·loyalty In the long run. 
Many in the industry believe that 
consumers select their soft drinks -
not by Image - but by supermarket 
ads and displays In the store. Ona 
study has shown that less than five 
percent of those who purchase soft 
drinks consider themselves exclusive 
users of one brand of soft drink. 
The lowering of prices not onty cuts 
Into profit margins but also lowers the 
Image of the product. The Industry 
uses expensive television advertising 
to create a high·quallty Image for their 
products while prtce reductions create 
the Image of a low quallty product. 
This situation has the Industry womed 
over the possible slde~ffects of 
weakening brand loyalties. 
The number of soft drink deals In 
newspaper ads has Increased 21 per-
cent In the first five months of this year 
when compared to last year during the 
same period time, according to a sur-
vey of 20 major mart<ets. 
In 1974, with the rise In the cost of 
sugar, soft drink companres had to In· 
crease their prices. When the increase 
In sugar subsided, the industry gained 
a handsome profit. Rather than 
lowering soft drink prices. the Industry 
poured Its money Into various price 
promotions. It Is estimated that 
discounting creates 40 to 80 percent of 
the unit volume for many bottlers. 
With the recent sugar price in· 
creases bottlers may either pass the 
expense along to the consumers 
through Increases In price of they may 
offer fewer discounts to entice con· 
sumers. By the summer of 1981, con-
sumers may enjoy fewer soda.pop 
discounts. 
-Campus Digest Nows Ssrvlcs 
HIGHLAND PHARMACY 
104 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASS. 
DISCOUNT FILM PROCESSING 
PHONE 756-0594 
10% DISCOUNT 
on moat drug 1to,. nffd1 with WPI 1.0. 
NEWSP£AK wll run clulifieda tree for al WPI ltUdenta. faculty and staff Free 
ci.11ifi9da .. limled toe lines. Thole over 6 linn mutt be paid tor at the off· 
ClmPUI rate ti 25 cera/llne. o.dlir18 la Saturday noon for the following 
WELL TIM, no ...... truHI SMma Me 
I fraternity Ute his flnally hit home. All .... -y ........ Are JOU gol .. to go tor nu..., tine aoon? Keep your fellow 
I biulhen d FUF lntonned. We're ln-.... tecl In your""' mode d .......... wante to know what your atyte 11? Tu.dly .... Mii to WP# N..,.,,.al< Box 2472, or bring to WPI Newlpeak, Aoom 01 , ......... Siniard Riley Hal. Forms must be filled with name, addreaa. I F-FUF 
I TO THE Infamous Ok:k; I'll get JOU, JOU 
Md phone no. far ad to be prineed. 
PHONE __________ ~ 
I 8--11111 I Slnoerely, FF 
__________ TOTAL ENCLOSED ___ I 
AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS: 
Mow only 30 chenlcllra per line. 
I ----------------------------------------------~1 ----------------------------------------------~1 -------------------: l ---------------------------------------• I ----------------------------------------------~ I 
-----------------------------------~• I ----------------------------------~• I 
~------,----------------------~ 
.................. In 
Olll W• ...... M• B,oall JA.1• 
.................. Dan. Lemw 
a••••••I .................... ,... 
llOMMI • - ....... GI tM 
.... 
-DANIELS4'11 
~· iiilTIOll INalll Ae .... ,...., In 
M11cl_._...._ 
....-. .... •11d1dF1uatt•1• 
P.&.leT' ..... _ ....... 
• YOU .._ - te _.. r1allr1 
................. ,.. ..... -
.. _ .. ...,..FORUM•• ... .. 
_. .. Ila'• UM 19'1 ._ ,_ 
..... 
,... ll1'UM .. two .......... 
,..... .. _1•1nlll ,...1D•1.,1N' A 
....., ..... ,,111111• ,..., ...... 
II U I lal ............ •Diida 
............ ,, ..... 
;.Ma NlllVOUa IATRI .... Tiie ..... 
_..., ..... .., ..... DMAMd ICM:coM....... 1., .... ,_"" 
T• an a mt •• •• 1a: n. ...., 
.......................... ,. 
011E~IF - al Prr•tl ,.._ Y ..... 
•rllnMll&IAalR......_ 
-TMCllln 
JOHNNY CELLOPHANE - HIM 
Teclllle .,. LOST IN THE SUPER· 
MARKET. Don't let them put ,... In the 
GOON SQUAD. I'll be RUNNIN' 
AROUND until I WHIP IT. 
- ......... A Giant Clam (T) 
SO D.W., ,_ got .... gaadlea from 
Cu•1rtand. Deolda boJ, d9olde, w 
at ......... 
- n. Kid a eo. 
PUNKIES - Hae...,._,, 8WI a dog 
..,... __ ......................... 
......... ...,,, blonde .... 
lb ....................... -.1, ... 
......... 1ppl11u11onlt? 
(T) 
FOR SALE: 1 pc. LR. ... (1111t and 1 
pc. DA ... Cl1Mt• beat ..... 0.-. 
u.lldlpl'IMl,ourtalnalftdroda-beal 
..... c.RllN121 ........... 
DESK CHAIR: Antique ltyla wood chair 
wlttt ....., and cnlarl. RMI oondor· 
tMle.121.00. Conteol John 714-1811. 
HENY, HORNY TOADll 
Do I ... lo nteke an eppolntlMlll 
.............. .............,.1 ...... 
-" .............. ,, 
- L°'9 elwaya. H.P. et H.C. 
CAllPETS FOR SAi.Ei 1oetter .,... • 
- to ..a. a..at aondltlonl taO and 
................... llttle ....... 
F• ........ cal 717·1117 end Ull ,_ 
.......... 
P.S. I'm not dHd yeti II 
TELEPHONE IS RINGING. It'• tor bed-
nobal It'• Deana ageln. SM decided to 
hltohhlU to canecta. SM lfldad up In 
Ceutomla and wantl JOU lo come get 
her. I think you lhould atay off the air 
.......... bed tor the l'INd. 
-YWB'aSEFIMDB 
HEY JOE, wMt the FAH? We're 
.......... tM •tt two lloncleya In a 
row, Don't expect ....-tltJ from 118. 
- Scott a 11art1 
FLORENCE, JOU ,_11y DO drt'* Tangl 
LOUD, DRUNKEN and °""Y ab-
noaloua guy ..U to mMI • dlagrun-
teld occupant of Riiey 2nd. If In-
...... caU 7-...0SS. No OM In the 
3.'00 a.m. calculue ctn• need apply. 
TYPING - Fast, acc ... ta typing of 
your ......,. or protect•. C.mpua 
pickup and dellMry. Call Debi Brodin al 
313-7242.. 
FRESHMEN PUNKIES: Repent and be 
Nwdl Punk 11 deed - rock conquera. 
Eternally "'9 tM a.a, tM StonM, Nell 
Young. tM Kl'*• a tM Who. 
-Mike Deuce 
HEY BERT - R.E. Int Tueaday'a aoc-
., ...... wlttt Mn -W ....... Wobble 
but they don't fall clownlll 111 
YOU HAVE lllCl'9dlbly BLUE EYES and 
JOU bettlr keep them wide open on ()o. 
taber2l. 
-BBL8 
WANTED: Punk ••lclw. No talent 
................ -only • .....,. 
,_vlal1noa Md Mlf.._.....tlln. 
- Jimmy Saran-Wrap 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY REDI From lub-
bln. Fifi and Roxy • 
TO A.N. IN D.C. - When are you gonna 
atop cnnkln' and do some worll on 
yourlQP? 
- elgned. "Feta no mor9" 
TO D.C., J.C .. SCOTT AND WOODY: I 
did my beat to ltwn up a drab Friday 
night at TMIL Hope,_ can't do a bet-
.., ......... ect. By ... way, ..... 
much.,. ...... pinna going tor? 
- Clutch 
-llanyA. 
THE BROTHERS OF FratamltJ A would 
Ilk• to congratulate Fra........, I • 
their truly medlocf9 laarbel ..,. 
They ....................... - ""Old 
llan Ernie" and....._ l11tanl"' who ftnd 
It too MIJ to loee to "Unique" ...... 
Going beok Into F,.tamlty I......,, 
no OM un forget IM taem GI "Old" 
and "Alberto VOi" wt. ftnleMd In 111 
lncNdlble II apol. wtllle °"* fratar· 
nltlae could only pleoe 11 and n. And 
the man, the myth, ltte legend. whoM 
ctalm to tame la Illa conalet8ntty poor 
play on the looebell table. L.aat IMlt 
IM•t 11 the IMm GI Penuutt and.._ 
wild panamanean" who wlll -.. 
havoc and deetructlon If rou don't let 
them wtn...,, now and tMn. 
FOOlball Fe-. wtth Marathon 
weekend anMMI the oamer, 11"8 la 
when Fraternity A la ..... and F,.tar. 
nlty I I• Fraternity B. Watch ,_ bit-
tered Fratamlty I ........... etter lllalr 
deetructlon In ltte upa.-. head ID 
head compelltlonl 
000000001111111111111111I111111111111 I 
TO DIANE'S deutache Freund: Wea latj 
deine Wltn? lch habe auch elne W1tz81 
furdlchll 
- Fraulein II. 
WE ARE SORRY to announce the 
cloal,. of the Sappy Laundry Senlce, 
effectlwe Immediately, due to conatant 
abuM and lack of appnclatlonlll 
I NEYER GOT A DINNER I I (or anything 
eiH, tor that matterl I) 
WANTED: Girt• to fonn a new fan elm. 
111181 ,,.. to hang around tM cir· 
culallon dMk and flirt with • ..,..... 
blond, ewn If tw la only a dumb cltfl. 
1enc1,.......to1oxm1 . 
DON'T GO HOllE on tM weekend o1 
NOMmber 14 end 111 
FOR SALE: 2 S.nyo PllOOO Auto 
Power Ampllttera (2IW RllSIChannel). 
l30 CUh Mch. Prof. S. Alpert, CS Dept 
X411. • 
Tunday, September30, 1HO NEWSPEAK 
.WltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tueldey, September 30 
The Forum meets at Higgins Labs 101, 4:00 p.m. 
Cinematech Film Series presents "Best Boy", Klnnicut Hall, 
7:30 p.m. 
Varsity Football vs Western Connecticut, 1 30 p.m. 
Homecommg Nightclub featuring "Too Much Too Soon" and "Tommy 
Koenig" 
Sunday, October 5 
Wednelday, October 1 
Junior Varsity Soccer vs. Dean Junior, 3:30 p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. Brandeis, 3:30 p.m. 
Pub Feature Artist Spotlights: The Best/es, 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, October 2 
Varsity Soccer vs Lowell, 3:30 p.m. 
Sunday Mass In the Wedge, 11 :00 a.m. 
The Reel Thing presents "Phantasm". Hamngton Auditorium. 6:30 & 9.30 
p.m. 
Monday, October 6 
Junior Varsity Football vs. Wilbraham/Munson, 3:30 p.m. 
Chemistry Colloquium, "GS-MS in an Industrial Envtronment", Donald 
Duggery, GTE Laboratories, GH 227, 4:00 p.m. 
Spectrum Fine Arts Series presents Jerry Rockwood-Edgar Allen Poe "A 
Condition of Shadow", Kmmcutt Hall, 8:00 p.m. 
Tuelday, October 7 
Friday, October 3 The Forum meets, Higgins Labs 101, 4:00 pm. 
Homecommg Concert. '7he Fools" and special guests, "The Nervous 
Eaters", Hamngton Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
Mechamcal Engmeermg Colleqwum, "Development of Heart ValveProsthe 
sis" ,Dr. Greame Hammond, HL 109, 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday, October 4 
Varsity Soccer vs Clark, 10:30 a.m. 
Varsity Cross Country vs Bates, 12:00 noon 
Women's Volleyball vs. Stonehill/St. Anselms, 6·30 p.m 
Cmematech Fllmsenes presents "The Marriage of Mana Braun ·. Kmn1cut 
Hall, 7·30 p.m. 
AtC·E,we'rea• . 
looking for new sources of energy. 
Your energy can help. 
We're The Energy Systems 
Company. 
Helping to develop the 
world's energy resmrrces. 
Extracting them, pumping 
them, conserving them, and 
cleaning up after them. 
At CE, you could become 
involved with some of the most 
exciting and most advanced 
energy engineering programs 
underway today: 
The leading standardized 
nuclear steam supply system. 
Efficient utility scrubbers that 
remove S02 from stack gases. 
Oil and gas drilling systems 
that operate at depths of up to 
6,000 feet. Wellheads that 
control working gas pressures 
up to 15,000 psi. And other 
products too numerous to 
mention here. 
You'! I have the opportunity 
of putting your engineering 
schooling and experience to 
work, utilizing and sharpening 
theotherskillsyoualreadyhave, 
and branching into new areas. 
We're a $2.33 billion com-
pany that's been supplying 
equipment, technology and 
research to energy industries 
for over 65 years. Approxi-
mately 46,000 employees are 
located throughout the United 
States and around the world. 
C-E, helping to develop 
energy mourccs worfclwldc. 
C-E Power Systems supplies 
the internals of nuclear reactors, 
such as the support plate into 
which over 800 tubes are rolled 
and welded (left); C-E Nalco 
equipped this gas production 
platform in the Gulf of Mexico 
with production processing 
equipment (center); C-E 
Lumnlus supplied the proprie· 
tary technology for Brazil's 
largest petrochemical complex 
(right). 
If you'd like to know more 
about the numerous career 
opportunities available with 
The Energy Systems Company, 
write: Corporate C:Ollege 
Relations, C'.ombustion 
Engineering, Inc., 900 Long 
Ridge Road, Stamford, 
Connecticut, US A 06902. 
.....-r;;;! COMBUSTION 
.. '"L.5 ENGINEERING 
The Energy Systems~ 
A11 equel opporlUJ>itv emplnyer Ml"' 
Tuesday, September 30, 1980 
I 
t FRIDAY OCTOBER 3 \\)t-
t•"" I TBEFOOLS SATURDAY I . OCTOBER 4 
I 
with special guest I llGBTCLUI I 
I TBERERVOUSEATERS featuring , I 
I 
I ''TOOMUCB I TOOSOOI'' I HARRINGTON AUDITORIUM 
8:00 P.M. 
NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ALLOWED 
TICKETS 
I •a.50-Stlllents •s.OO-A11111ni & Staff I 
I & Comortium I •&.OO-Others 
I SUNDAY 
I U:Cl4kD•1111 OCTOBER 5 \\)t-I •10.~ PHANTASM I t•-I 6:30 & 9:30 P.M. 
I HARRINGTON 
.... I 
TICKETS ON SALE AT DANIB.S TICKET BOOTH 11:00am-2:00 _JJ.m. 4:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. DAILY I 
~~·~~~-~,....-----~-------:.._...~~ 
\ 
